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The first major collection of core texts from masters of the Drukpa Kagyu lineage of Tibetan Buddhism. The Drukpa
Kagyu lineage is renowned among the traditions of Vajrayana Buddhism for producing some of the greatest yogis from
across the Himalayas. After spending many years in mountain retreats, these meditation masters displayed miraculous
signs of spiritual accomplishment that have inspired generations of Buddhist practitioners. The teachings found here are
sources of inspiration for any student wishing to genuinely connect with this tradition. Theses translations include
Mahamudra advice and songs of realization from major Tibetan Buddhist figures such as Gampopa, Tsangpa Gyare,
Drukpa Kunleg, and Pema Karpo, as well as modern Drukpa masters such as Togden Shakya Shri and Adeu Rinpoche.
This collection of direct pith instructions and meditation advice also includes an overview of the tradition by Tsoknyi
Rinpoche. Combined with guidance from a qualified teacher, these teachings offer techniques for resting in the naturally
pure and luminous state of our minds. As these masters make clear, through stabilizing the meditative experiences of
bliss, clarity, and nonthought, we will be liberated from suffering in this very life and will therefore be able to benefit
countless beings.
This translation contains subtle and penetrating wisdom expressed through the age-old tradition of spiritual songs. Two
songs by the great Indian master Naropa are explained in detail by Thrangu Rinpoche, a realized Tibetan Buddhist
teacher of the present time. His approach is traditional, but his style is conversational and pragmatic. He includes
refutations and limitations of other approaches, a comparison of Mahamudra vs. regular Shamatha, 5 wisdoms, as well
as the 6 paramitas. Reading this book, one realizes that Mahamudra ultimately encourages turning the eye on the "I."
Guide to Dakini Land is a practical manual for those seeking a swift and blissful path to full enlightenment. It provides
detailed instructions on the eleven yogas of generation stage, which are special methods for transforming all our daily
activities into a blissful spiritual path, as well as the essential completion stage meditations that lead to full enlightenment.
-- Publisher description.
Introduction and Encouragement This eBook Modern Buddhism – The Path of Compassion and Wisdom, in three
volumes, is being distributed freely at the request of the author Geshe Kelsang Gyatso. The author says: “Through
reading and practicing the instructions given in this book, people can solve their daily problems and maintain a happy
mind all the time.” So that these benefits can pervade the whole world, Geshe Kelsang wishes to give this eBook freely
to everyone. We would like to request you to please respect this precious Dharma book, which functions to free living
beings from suffering permanently. If you continually read and practice the advice in this book, eventually your problems
caused by anger, attachment and ignorance will cease. Volume 1 Sutra explains how to practise basic Buddhist
compassion and wisdom in daily life. Covering topics such as What is Buddhism?, Buddhist Faith, The Preciousness of
our Human Life, What does our Death Mean?, What is Karma?, The Four Noble Truths & Training in Love and
Compassion, this volume shows how we can transform our lives, improve our relationships with others and look behind
appearances to see the way things really are. Please enjoy this special gift from Geshe Kelsang Gyatso, who dedicates:
“May everyone who reads this book experience deep peace of mind, and accomplish the real meaning of human life.”
With best wishes, Manuel Rivero-De Martine Tharpa Publications, UK Tharpa Director info@emodernbuddhism.com
Within all of us lies a source of infinite bliss, clarity of wisdom, and compassion for others. In this unique and highly
praised book, based on Buddha?s Tantric teachings, the contemporary Buddhist Master, Geshe Kelsang Gyatso,
presents authentic methods for discovering this inner wealth for ourselves. In a clear and precise way, he explains stepby-step how we can generate a deeply peaceful and concentrated mind by harnessing the subtle energy system within
our body. With this blissful awareness we can uncover our true nature, destroy ignorance and suffering at its root, and
swiftly become a source of inspiration and benefit for others. -- Publisher description.
The history of Buddhism has been characterized by an ongoing tension between attempts to preserve traditional ideals
and modes of practice and the need to adapt to changing cultural conditions. Many developments in Buddhist history,
such as the infusion of esoteric rituals, the rise of devotionalism and lay movements, and the assimilation of warrior
practices, reflect the impact of widespread social changes on traditional religious structures. At the same time, Buddhism
has been able to maintain its doctrinal purity to a remarkable degree. This volume explores how traditional Buddhist
communities have responded to the challenges of modernity, such as science and technology, colonialism, and
globalization. Editors Steven Heine and Charles S. Prebish have commissioned ten essays by leading scholars, each
examining a particular traditional Buddhist school in its cultural context. The essays consider how the encounter with
modernity has impacted the disciplinary, textual, ritual, devotional, practical, and socio-political traditions of Buddhist
thought throughout Asia. Taken together, these essays reveal the diversity and vitality of contemporary Buddhism and
offer a wide-ranging look at the way Buddhism interacts with the modern world.
The Mind of Mahamudra is the third volume in the Tibetan Classics series, which aims to make available accessible
paperback editions of key Tibetan Buddhist works drawn from Wisdom Publications' Library of Tibetan Classics. Enjoy six
key texts on the cornerstone meditation practice of the Kagyu school of Tibetan Buddhism by some of its most celebrated
forebearers. The Mind of Mahamudra highlights mahamudra, the central meditation practice of the Kagyu school of
Tibetan Buddhism. The six texts range in date from the twelfth to the seventeenth century and include such celebrated
authors as Lama Shang and the Third Karmapa. Mahamudra is essentially a simple, direct method for looking beyond
our thoughts to the very nature of conscious experience. Mahamudra literally means "the great seal" and masters of this
tradition have explained it to mean that everything is sealed with buddhahood, and there is no liberation to be attained
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other than what is already present. Mahamudra, it is said, is not attained not because it is too difficult, but because it is
too easy; not because it is too far, but because it is too close; and not because it is hidden but because it is too evident.
Because of its universality and directness, mahamudra meditation is particularly suited to the modern West. Eminent
scholar Peter Alan Roberts draws on his thirty-plus years of experience of translating for Tibetan lamas to illuminate
these benchmark translations.
This book explains clearly and concisely the entire spiritual path from the initial preliminary practices to the final stages
that enable us to attain full enlightenment in this life. There have been numerous revisions and clarifications to the first
edition including a new section entitled: "Guidelines for the Practice of the Four Great Preliminary Guides of Mahamudra"
and two significantly revised prayers added to the appendix.
Accessible and practical teachings on the life of Naropa, with verse-by-verse commentary on his two most important Mahamudra songs by a
contemporary Karma Kagyu master. Naropa is one of the accomplished lineage holders of the Mahamudra tradition of Tibetan Buddhism. In
this book, Khenchen Thrangu Rinpoche, a beloved Mahamudra teacher, first tells the extraordinary story of Naropa’s life and explains its
profound lessons. He follows this with lucid and practical commentaries on two of Naropa’s songs of realization, explaining their precious
instructions for realizing Mahamudra, the nature of one’s mind. Throughout, Thrangu Rinpoche speaks plainly and directly to Westerners
eager to receive the essence of Mahamudra instructions from an accomplished teacher.
A powerful meditation practice for connecting with your body's innate, guiding wisdom. Have you ever had a "gut feeling" about a certain
person or situation? Or a sense of intuition about how to respond to a particular challenge in your life? There's nothing magical or mystical
about those kinds of scenarios. In fact, our body contains immense wisdom not directly available to our conscious mind, and it is continually
communicating to us in the form of bodily feelings, impressions, sensations, corporeal intuitions, and felt senses. However, because most of
us are so cut off from our somatic experience, we are quite unaware of this dimension of our body's expression. Although this intelligence
may feel hidden most of the time, the wisdom of the body can actually be a guide for us in living our lives fully and also in responding
compassionately to others. Through a meditation practice called Somatic Descent, Reggie Ray shows us how to connect with our body's
intuitive intelligence. In Somatic Descent we see that the body is always showing us what sort of response, direction, or action may be called
for at any given time, and can in fact be relied upon as a primary practical resource for decision-making in our everyday life. The book will
include links to online audio recordings of the guided meditations to further aid the reader.
A Buddhist Classic A practical manual for both teacher and student alike, Clarifying the Natural State covers the path from mindfulness to
complete enlightenment, simply and methodically. Presenting the profound and ultimate instructions of Mahamudra, it embodies the
realization of India and Tibet's greatest masters. The words of Dakpo Tashi Namgyal are unique. Adorned with plenty of pithy advice out of
his personal experience, practitioners are greatly benefited by his instructions on how to remove hindrances and progress further. His
methods for practicing Mahamudra are preeminent. This book is indispensable as it focuses exclusively on practice. -Khenchen Thrangu
Rinpoche Elevate your experience and remain wide open like the sky. Expand your mindfulness and remain pervasive like the earth. Steady
your attention and remain unshakable like a mountain. Brighten your awareness and remain shining like a flame. Clear your thought free
wakefulness and remain lucid like a crystal. - Dakpo Tashi Namgyal 16th Century
A legendary contemporary meditation master illuminates practices that are essential to Tibetan Buddhists everywhere. Tibetan Buddhism is
estimated to have 18 million followers worldwide. Mastering Meditation gives you the experience of studying with one of the greatest
meditation masters of the modern age. His Eminence Chöden Rinpoché was not only a celebrated scholar, honored by selection as a debate
partner to His Holiness the Dalai Lama, but he was also an accomplished yogi who spent nineteen years in solitary meditation retreat. In this
thorough and thoroughly clear book, Rinpoché offers meticulous explanations and profound practical instructions on two essential practices in
Tibetan Buddhism: calm abiding and mahamudra. The first part of this book contains instructions for developing calm abiding, an unshakable
single-pointedness of mind. The second part, Rinpoché’s direct commentary on the Fourth Panchen Lama’s foundational text, offers
advanced instructions on using calm abiding as a platform to develop mahamudra. Rinpoché elucidates both sutra-system
mahamudra—meditation on the emptiness of the mind—as well as mantra-system mahamudra, a specialized meditation that uncovers subtle,
hidden levels of mind to pierce into the ultimate nature of self and reality, leading finally to complete enlightenment. Drawing from his vast
learning and personal experience, Rinpoché provides readers with an open gateway to remarkable states of lucidity and peace.
Clear light of Bliss is a unique and highly acclaimed explanation of the advanced practices of Vajrayana Buddhism - the supreme path to
enlightenment taught by Buddha. The book provides a detailed and practical explanation of the complection stage practices of Tantric
Mahamudra, from the initial meditation on our subtle body, through the stages of inner fire meditation and the four joys, to the final attainment.
Geshe kelsang also gives extraordinarily clear explanations of the nature of the mind, how to develop meditative concentration, and how to
meditate on emptiness, the ultimate nature of reality. This book will be an invaluable guide to those travelling the Tantric swift path to full
enlightenment.
What does it mean to "meditate with the body"? Until you answer this question, explains Reggie Ray, meditation may be no more than a
mental gymnastic —something you can practice for years without fruitful results. In Touching Enlightenment, the esteemed author of five
books about Buddhist history and practice guides you back to the original practice of the Buddha: a systematic process that results in a
profound awareness in your body rather than in your head. Combining the scholarship that has earned him international renown with original
insights from nearly four decades practicing and teaching meditation, Reggie Ray invites you to explore: How to enter fully into communion
with your embodied nature The insights of Tibetan yoga, from guidance on breathing and working with discomfort to its challenge to modern
practitioners on the path to realization Why "rejected" experience becomes imprinted in the body —and how to receive it anew to reconstitute
your human way of being Karma of cause and karma of result —taking full responsibility for your life Your three bodies—the physical, the
interpersonal, and the cosmic "To be awake, to be enlightened, is to be fully and completely embodied. To be fully embodied means to be at
one with who we are, in every respect, including our physical being, our emotions, and the totality of our karmic situation," writes Reggie Ray.
In Touching Enlightenment, he offers you a map of unprecedented clarity and power for embarking on the journey toward ultimate realization
in and through the body.
Mahamudra meditation is simultaneously the most profound of meditative disciplines and the most accessible for modern practitioners.
Traditionally passed orally from teacher to disciple, mahamudra instructions point the meditator to the innate perfection of every experience.
When it first appeared in 1986, Mahamudra: The Moonlight - Quintessence of Mind and Meditation was the first presentation in English of a
major Tibetan Buddhist work on meditation. This classic guide was composed in the sixteenth century by an eminent lama of the Kagyu
school and is so comprehensive and practical that it is still widely used today as a manual. Divided into two major sections, it presents first
the common approach and then the mahamudra approach to tranquility (shamatha) and insight (vipashyana) meditation.
In our modern world technological world, many western people are finding new meaning in ancient eastern traditions. But many people are
not aware of the shear philosophical immensity and unfathomable antiquity of these traditions, the roots of which challenge our current view
of the world and its history. Coming from a bygone age and evolving over thousands of years, the 'dharma' - spiritual teachings on the way
things are - has come down to the present in an unbroken lineage of practical philosophy. This is a lineage in spiritual logic which has been
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producing scientific teachings on the true nature of the world, our place in it and, ultimately, the solutions to the universal problem of suffering.
This book summarises the history of dharma through the Vedic and Buddhist traditions, builds a bridge to the western theology of St. Thomas
Aquinas, investigates the core principles of their teachings and highlights the similarities and differences. Enter the mysticological field of
merit where Vedanta, Yoga, Madhyamaka and Tantric Thomism meet...
Kadampa Buddhism is becoming increasingly popular as a clear and practical spiritual path for the contemporary practitioner. Originating with
the special presentation of Mahayana Buddhism by the great Buddhist masters Atisha and Je Tsongkhapa, Kadampa Buddhism makes the
path to enlightenment accessible to the modern world and explains clearly how to transform our lives into the spiritual path. Geshe Kelsang
Gyatso, a meditation master of this living tradition, explains two essential spiritual practices. The first is a special meditation practice in
conjunction with Je Tsongkhapa, through which we can receive blessings and gain the realizations of the path to enlightenment. The second
is meditation on the Buddha of Wisdom in the aspect of a Dharma Protector, whereby we gain the necessary internal strength to overcome all
obstacles to our spiritual practice.
A senior Buddhist teacher offers fundamental body-based meditation practices that prove enlightenment is as close to you as your own body
Many of us experience life through so many conceptual filters that we never recognize the freedom and joy that are inherent in us—and are in
fact the essence of who we are. We can grow old not realizing that one of the most powerful tools to escape the painful knots we tie
ourselves in is, literally, at our fingertips: our body. With The Awakening Body, Reggie Ray cracks open the shell of the mind-body dichotomy
and presents six fundamental body-based practices that connect us back to who we really are. These practices cut through the mental
fabrications through which we experience our world and lead us directly to the richness of living a fully present, embodied human life. This
book includes a link to free downloads of recorded guided practices.
There’s no shortage of psychology self-help books on depression—but this collection, envisioned and edited by Sounds True founder Tami
Simon, is not one of them. You won’t be revisiting familiar therapies or antidepressant options. What you will find is a gathering of 16
exceptional and compassionate teachers who have faced profound depression themselves. Their purpose? To radically shift the way that we
perceive the experience. To offer insights and practices that reach beyond conventional models. And to help us receive depression’s
uninvited yet singular gifts. The guidance presented here supports traditional psychotherapy and medication as valuable tools. But for those
who’ve found these approaches incomplete—or seek to help others at an impasse—there’s much to discover within these pages, including:
Thomas Moore, PhD, on Saturn’s gifts; Sally Kempton on shifting from suffering and into witnessing awareness; poet Mark Nepo on
embracing both emptiness and aliveness; Mary Pipher, PhD, on how despair can open us to long-hidden joy; Christina Baldwin on “ineffable
sorrow”; Parker J. Palmer, PhD, on finding meaning and connection through the experience of depression; plus exceptional contributions by
Ann Marie Chiasson, MD; James Gordon, MD; Sandra Ingerman; Karla McLaren; Robert Augustus Masters, PhD; Amy Weintraub; Jeff
Foster; Elizabeth Rabia Roberts, EdD; Michael Bernard Beckwith; and Reginald A. Ray, PhD.
Great Treasury of Merit provides a full explanation of how to practise Offering to the Spiritual Guide (Lama Chöpa), one of the most important
meditation practices of Kadampa Buddhism. A work of unparalleled profundity and clarity, this book contains a wealth of accessible and
practical instructions on Lamrim, Lojong and Tantric Mahamudra, the very essence of Buddha’s teachings. An indispensable handbook for all
those who wish to accomplish the swift path to enlightenment.
Indestructible Truth is one of the most thorough introductions to the Tibetan Buddhist world view ever published; at the same time it is also
one of the most accessible. The author presents complex and sophisticated teachings and practices in nontechnical language, using
engaging stories and personal anecdotes to illustrate his points. Indestructible Truth presents Tibetan Buddhism in its traditional form but also
shows how the Tibetan traditions are applicable to the problems and challenges of modern life in the West. In Indestructible Truth, Tibetan
Buddhism is introduced not as an exotic religion, but rather as an expression of human spirituality that is having a profound impact on the
modern world. In addition, it presents the point of view of meditation and the practice of the spiritual life, paying special attention to
contemplative practice and meditation as taught in the Kagyu and Nyingma schools.
Tharpa Publications is delighted to announce The Oral Instructions of Mahamudra Second Edition. In this special edition, Venerable Geshe-la
has made numerous revisions and clarifications to guide the reader ever more confidently through the profound and world-transforming
practice of Mahamudra – the very essence of Buddha’s teachings of Sutra and Tantra. This precious book reveals the uncommon practice of
Tantric Mahamudra of the Ganden Oral Lineage, which the author received directly from his Spiritual Guide, Vajradhara Trijang Rinpoche. It
explains clearly and concisely the entire spiritual path from the initial preliminary practices to the final completion stages of Highest Yoga
Tantra that enable us to attain full enlightenment in this life.
This seminal work offers the liberating and powerful methods of Diamond Way Buddhism for readers seeking to incorporate Buddhist practice
into their daily lives.
Mahamudra is the first English translation of a major Tibetan Buddhist presentation of the theory and practice of meditation-a manual
detailing the various stages and practices for training the advanced student. The original Tibetan text of nearly 800 pages was composed by
Takpo Tashi Namgyal (1512-1587), a great lama and a scholar of the kagyu sect of Tibetan Buddhism. His text is so vast and thorough in
scope that it is still the primary source used by living Tibetan meditation masters in instructing their disciples. The first major text representing
the meditational methods of both mahayana and vajrayana Buddhism to appear in English, Mahamudra is an invaluable guide for advanced
students, scholars, and Buddhist practitioners. Mahamudra is the first english translation of a major Tibetan Buddhist presentation of the
theory and practice of meditation-a manual detailing the various stages and practices for training the advanced student. The original Tibetan
text of student. The original Tibetan text of nearly 800 pages was composed by Takpo Tashi Namgyal (1512-1587) a great lama and a
scholar of the Kagyu sect of Tibetan Buddhism. The first major text representing the meditational methods of both mahayana and vajrayana
Buddhism to appear in english. Mahamudra is an invaluable guide for advanced students, scholars, and buddhist practitionaers.

A definitive manual for completing the spiritual path through the practice of Highest Yoga Tantra. Actual Tantra, also
known as "Secret Mantra" or "Vajrayana," is a special method taught by Buddha to purify our world, our self, our
enjoyments and our activities. Although there is great interest in Tantra, very few people understand its real meaning.
This book represents a significant milestone in revealing the profound mysteries of Tantra to the modern world. Drawing
from his own experience and the works of Je Tsongkhapa and other great Yogis, Geshe Kelsang presents an
authoritative and comprehensive guide to the four classes of Tantra in general, and to the generation and completion
stages of Highest Yoga Tantra in particular. "The Vajrayana path is like a vehicle that takes us directly to our final
destination and the common paths are like the road on which the vehicle travels. Therefore, to extract the greatest
essence from this precious human life by attaining full enlightenment, we need first to train in the common paths of
Lamrim, and then in the uncommon Vajrayana paths." Geshe Kelsang Gyatso
Leading voices of Buddhism discuss issues and ideas important to Buddhists in the twenty-first century. Twenty-FirstCentury Buddhists collects the very best of the round-table discussions recorded in the pages of Buddhadharma
magazine over the past twenty years. These conversations between a who’s who of contemporary Buddhist teachers,
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ranging over topics from student-teacher relationships to the place of prayer and the leadership roles of women in
modern Buddhism, are always lively and insightful. With participants such as Bhante Gunaratana, Shohaku Okumura,
Sharon Salzberg, John Tarrant, and Jack Kornfield, discussions equally represent old-school and newly emergent
Buddhist traditions. Contributers include: Bhikkhu Bodhi Jack Kornfield Joseph Goldstein David R. Loy Robert Thurman
Yongyey Mingyur Rinpoche Anne Carolyn Klein B. Alan Wallace Taigen Dan Leighton Andrew Olendzki Reginald Ray
Ringu Tulku and many more.
The mind contains the seeds of its own awakening—seeds that we can cultivate to bring forth the fruits of a life lived
consciously. With Mindfulness, Joseph Goldstein shares the wisdom of his four decades of teaching and practice in a
book that will serve as a lifelong companion for anyone committed to mindful living and the realization of inner freedom.
Goldstein's source teaching is the Satipatthana Sutta, the Buddha's legendary discourse on the four foundations of
mindfulness that became the basis for the many types of Vipassana (or insight meditation) found today. Exquisite in
detail yet wholly accessible and relevant for the modern student, Mindfulness takes us through a profound study of:
Ardency, clear knowing, mindfulness, and concentration—how to develop these four qualities of mind essential for walking
the path wisely The Satipatthana refrain—how deeply contemplating the four foundations of mindfulness opens us to bare
knowing and continuity of mindfulness Mindfulness of the body, including the breath, postures, activities, and physical
characteristics Mindfulness of feelings—how the experience of our sense perceptions influences our inner and outer
worlds Mindfulness of mind—learning to recognize skillful and unskillful states of mind and thought Mindfulness of
dhammas (or categories of experience), including the Five Hindrances, the Six Sense Spheres, the Seven Factors of
Awakening, and much more "There is a wealth of meaning and nuance in the experience of mindfulness that can enrich
our lives in unimagined ways," writes Goldstein. In Mindfulness you have the tools to mine these riches for yourself.
A guide to the Buddha's teachings explains the fundamentals of Buddhist meditation and philosophy and provides
practical explanations for developing compassion and wisdom to achieve lasting happiness.
Oral Commentary on Mahamudra by His Eminence Garchen Rinpoche given in San Francisco in 1997. Translated by
Khenchen Konchog Gyaltshen.
The first comprehensive overview of the life and writings of the Third Karmapa Rangjung Dorje, a revolutionary figure in
the Kagyu tradition of Tibetan Buddhism. Known for his mastery of teachings across sectarian lines, his treatises on
medicine and astrology, and his work as spiritual advisor to the last Yuan emperor of China, Rangjung Dorje (1284-1339)
is considered one of the most important and influential figures in Tibetan Buddhist history. First recognized as a tulku, or
reincarnated Buddhist master, at the age of five, Rangjung Dorje became the Karma Kagyu lineage holder and instituted
the reincarnation-based inheritance structure within Tibetan Buddhism that led to the formation of important lineages of
tulkus such as the Dalai Lamas. In this groundbreaking work, Ruth Gamble synthesizes her extensive research on
Rangjung Dorje into a sweeping biography covering his life, legacy, and important selected writings. Included in her
discussions are Rangjung Dorje's synthesis of Dzogchen and Mahamudra in his writings, his devotion to spreading the
teachings of Buddha nature, and several works never before translated into English. As the most comprehensive work
available on Rangjung Dorje, this book is an indispensable resource for scholars and Buddhist practitioners alike.
Mahamudra, literally "the great gesture," is often looked upon as the highest manifestation of consciousness within the
Tibetan Vajrayana tradition. Will Johnson presents three simple yogic principles from Tilopa's Song of Mahamudra, and
explains how to bring forth the condition of mahamudra naturally by utilizing the mystical yoga of balance.
Mahamudra is the union of great bliss and emptiness—the very subtle mind that experiences great bliss and realizes
ultimate truth. By enabling us to go within to uncover the deepest level of our mind and then to use the very subtle mind
to meditate on ultimate truth, Mahamudra practice destroys all our delusions at their very root and thus propels us quickly
to the state of full enlightenment. Mahamudra Tantra begins by explaining the basic correct view and intention needed for
successful Mahamudra meditation, as well as the meaning of Tantra and the two stages of Highest Yoga Tantra practice,
and then explains the preliminaries and stages of training in this profound practice.
Relish these direct, experiential meditation instructions from the author of the bestselling Introduction to Tantra. Lama Yeshe tells
us that mahamudra is “the universal reality of emptiness, of nonduality” and its unique characteristic is its emphasis on meditation:
“With mahamudra meditation there is no doctrine, no theology, no philosophy, no God, no Buddha. Mahamudra is only
experience.” He relies on the First Panchen Lama’s well-known Root Text of Genden Mahamudra, which in a few short pages
provides the pith instructions for, first, overcoming distraction and resting in meditative stillness on the clarity of one’s own mind,
and then by using a subtle wisdom, penetrating its ultimate nature, its emptiness. As always, Lama Yeshe’s words are direct,
funny, and incredibly encouraging. He gets us to go beyond ego’s addiction to a limited sense of self and to taste the lightness
and expansiveness of our own true nature.
Mahamudra and Dzogchen are perhaps the most profound teachings within all of Tibetan Buddhism. The experience of
Mahamudra, or "great symbol," is an overwhelming sense of extraordinary clarity, totally open and nondualistic. Dzogchen, or
"great perfection," is the ultimate teaching according to the Nyingma tradition and also represents the pinnacle of spiritual
development. These are the two paths that provide practitioners with the most skillful means to experience the fully awakened
state and directly taste the reality of our mind and environment. And yet these concepts are notoriously difficult to grasp and
challenging to explain. In Wild Awakening, Tibetan Buddhist master Dzogchen Ponlop Rinpoche presents these esoteric teachings
in a style that reveals their surprising simplicity and great practical value, emphasizing that we can all experience our world more
directly, with responsibility, freedom, and confidence. With a straightforward approach and informal style, he presents these
essential teachings in a way that even those very new to Tibetan Buddhism can understand.
The Awakening BodySomatic Meditation for Discovering Our Deepest LifeShambhala Publications
Within the scope of the English-language literature on Buddhism, the codes of behavior mandated by Buddhist doctrine represent
an infrequently discussed topic. The selections in this volume consist of essays on Buddhism by 17 scholars and practitioners from
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various parts of Asia and North America, who address the ongoing evolution of Buddhist doctrine as reflected in its cultural,
temporal, political, and geographical accommodations from the earliest days to the present, as well as prospects for the future.
Scholars, practitioners, and students alike will find instructive the theoretical as well as practical issues that are covered.
A respected teacher presents the core and essential wisdom of Tibet and shows us the possibilities of "enlightenment in this
present life" through the meditative practice of Pure Awareness. Perhaps the most precious teaching Tibet has to offer the modern
world is the practice of meditation. Reginald Ray presents the essence of this tradition through the somatic practice of Pure
Awareness—a unique kind of meditation that is thoroughly grounded in the body and in ordinary experience. This fundamentally
transformative practice offers the possibility of enlightenment in this present life and invites us into the immensely powerful journey
that Tibetan tantric spirituality has to offer. Includes a link to a free download of audio meditations.
Short inspirational selections from the great masters of Tibetan Buddhism, past and present--now part of the Shambhala Pocket
Library series. Alternately sage and humorous, eloquent and pithy, these inspirational selections illustrate a central affirmation of
the Tibetan Buddhist tradition: through the cultivation of self-knowledge, humility, and compassion for others, we can bring about
positive and necessary change in ourselves and even in the world around us. Featuring many great masters past and present,
including Milarepa, the Dalai Lama, Sogyal Rinpoche, Patrul Rinpoche, Chögyam Trungpa Rinpoche, and others, this compact
volume offers wisdom on a variety of topics—bringing a light to the darkness for those seeking guidance. This book is part of the
Shambhala Pocket Library series. The Shambhala Pocket Library is a collection of short, portable teachings from notable figures
across religious traditions and classic texts. The covers in this series are rendered by Colorado artist Robert Spellman. The books
in this collection distill the wisdom and heart of the work Shambhala Publications has published over 50 years into a compact
format that is collectible, reader-friendly, and applicable to everyday life.
Introduction and Encouragement This eBook Modern Buddhism – The Path of Compassion and Wisdom, in three volumes, is
being distributed freely at the request of the author Geshe Kelsang Gyatso. The author says: “Through reading and practicing the
instructions given in this book, people can solve their daily problems and maintain a happy mind all the time.” So that these
benefits can pervade the whole world, Geshe Kelsang wishes to give this eBook freely to everyone. We would like to request you
to please respect this precious Dharma book, which functions to free living beings from suffering permanently. If you continually
read and practice the advice in this book, eventually your problems caused by anger, attachment and ignorance will cease.
Volume 2 Tantra explains how to practise Buddha’s profound Tantric teachings – the quick path to enlightenment. Covering topics
such as The Preciousness of Tantra, The Tantra of Generation Stage and Completion Stage, and How to Meditate on the Central
Channel, Indestructible Drop and Indestructible Wind and Mind, this volume shows how, through sincere practice, we can fulfil our
compassionate wish and attain full enlightenment in this life. Please enjoy this special gift from Geshe Kelsang Gyatso, who
dedicates: “May everyone who reads this book experience deep peace of mind, and accomplish the real meaning of human life.”
With best wishes, Manuel Rivero-De Martine Tharpa Publications, UK Tharpa Director info@emodernbuddhism.com
This manual of Tibetan meditation simply and thoroughly presents the profound Dzogchen and Mahamudra systems of practice.
Karma Chagmé sets forth the stages of meditation practice, including the cultivation of meditative quiescence and insight, the
experiential identification of awareness, and the highest steps of Mahamudra and Atiyoga, leading to perfect enlightenment in one
lifetime. Drawing from his enormous textual erudition and mastery of Tibetan oral traditions, he shows how these two meditative
systems can be unified into a single integrated approach to realizing the ultimate nature of consciousness.
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